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[1] Using a three-component magnetic field data set at over 100,000 satellite points
previously compiled for spherical harmonic analysis, we have produced a continuously
varying magnetization model for Mars. The magnetized layer was assumed to be 40 km
thick, an average value based on previous studies of the topography and gravity field. The
severe nonuniqueness in magnetization modeling is addressed by seeking the model with
minimum root-mean-square (RMS) magnetization for a given fit to the data, with the
trade-off between RMS magnetization and fit controlled by a damping parameter. Our
preferred model has magnetization amplitudes up to 20 A/m. It is expressed as a linear
combination of the Green’s functions relating each observation to magnetization at the
point of interest within the crust, leading to a linear system of equations of dimension the
number of data points. Although this is impractically large for direct solution, most of
the matrix elements relating data to model parameters are negligibly small. We therefore
apply methods applicable to sparse systems, allowing us to preserve the resolution of
the original data set. Thus we produce more detailed models than any previously
published, although they share many similarities. We find that tectonism in the Valles
Marineris region has a magnetic signature, and we show that volcanism south of the
dichotomy boundary has both a magnetic and gravity signature. The method can also be
used to downward continue magnetic data, and a comparison with other leveling
techniques at Mars’ surface is favorable.
Citation: Whaler, K. A., and M. E. Purucker (2005), A spatially continuous magnetization model for Mars, J. Geophys. Res., 110,
E09001, doi:10.1029/2004JE002393.
1. Introduction
[2] The Mars Global Surveyor (MGS) mission has
produced a step change in our knowledge of the magnetic
field of Mars. Launched in 1996, its highest resolution was
achieved during the aerobraking (AB) phase at distances of
less than 100 km from the planet. The AB data provided the
spectacular images of strongly magnetic, stripe-like features
in the southern hemisphere [e.g., Connerney et al., 1999].
[3] The details of the mission phases have been described
in detail elsewhere [e.g., Albee et al., 2001], so we summa-
rize only their main features. After MGS was inserted into
orbit around Mars in 1997, the AB phase brought the orbit
from highly elliptical to almost circular. Due to a problem
with the deployment of a solar panel, this phase was split
into two, lasting 5 (AB1) and 7 (AB2) months, respectively,
separated by the Science Phasing Orbit (SPO), a 6 month
period during which the orbit drifted into its proper position
with respect to the sun. The periapsis of the SPO orbit was
as close as 80 km to the surface defined by a reference
radius of 3393.5 km. The satellite has been in the Mapping
Orbit (MO or MPO) phase, a near circular orbit at about
400 km above the surface, since 1999.
[4] With the Martian dynamo thought to have operated
for only the first half a billion years or so of the planet’s
history [e.g., Acun˜a et al., 2001], the largest contribution to
the observed field comes from its permanently magnetized
crust, the focus of this study. However, there are uncertain-
ties in its determination due to a number of factors. These
include magnetometer drift, spacecraft fields, external fields
and unmodeled fields. The absence of secular variation
[Purucker et al., 2003] suggests that magnetometer drift is
minimal. The magnetic instrumentation on board MGS
consists of two, solar-panel mounted triaxial fluxgate
magnetometers, allowing spacecraft-generated fields to be
estimated. Both preflight and inflight calibration has taken
place, resulting in the removal of both static and dynamic
spacecraft fields [Acun˜a et al., 2001]. The two main sources
of external fields are mini-magnetospheres in the south, and
fields entering and leaving the ionopause at altitudes of
approximately 400 km, depending on the internal field
strength. As external fields are maximum in the day-time,
we use only night-time MO data, but data acquired at all
local times during the aerobraking phases. This is due both to
the scarcity of AB data (these phases of the mission lasted
only 12 months in total), and because the AB phase brought
MGS closest to the Martian surface, providing the best
resolution of the magnetic field. External fields are thought
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to affect preferentially the horizontal components of the
internal field [Acun˜a et al., 2001], which is why preliminary
studies [e.g., Purucker et al., 2000] concentrated on model-
ing the radial field component data. Unmodeled fields,
including toroidal fields, are a further source of uncertainty.
[5] Most previous work has concentrated on either spher-
ical harmonic or equivalent dipole models of the crustal
field, and their interpretation. Equivalent dipole models have
long been used to model the terrestrial crustal magnetic field,
both from satellite and aeromagnetic data [e.g., Ravat et al.,
2002]. In the terrestrial case, a significant proportion of the
crustal field is due to induced magnetization, so that the
equivalent dipoles can be assumed to be aligned with
the Earth’s main magnetic field. In the absence of a main
field on Mars, the dipole directions are unknown, and should
be solved for alongside the magnetization strength. Earlier
studies instead made arbitrary assumptions as to the dipole
directions. For instance, Purucker et al. [2000] produced a
discrete, global magnetization model utilizing only radial
component data, arranging radially directed equivalent
dipoles on a spherical icosahedral tessellation with 110 km
average spacing. However, Langlais et al. [2004] produced
a discrete, global magnetization model from a three-
component data set with arbitrary dipole directions. Due to
the nonlinearities introduced by solving for directions as
well as magnitudes, which greatly increases the computa-
tional effort, they limited their dipole spacing to an average
of 173 km, again on a spherical icosahedral tessellation.
Arkani-Hamed [2002a] inverted for vertically integrated
crustal magnetization (in a 50 km thick layer), expressed
through spherical harmonic coefficients, assuming it was
caused by a dipole field with paleopole position determined
from forward modeling of isolated magnetic anomalies.
Spherical harmonic analysis results include the degree and
order 50 and 90 models of Arkani-Hamed [2002b, 2004] and
Cain et al. [2003], utilizing all three field components, and
data from a range of altitudes. Parker [2003] used ideal body
theory to put analytical bounds on magnetization strength for
the Martian crustal field.
[6] Here we derive and present a three-component
magnetization model from three-component data at a range
of altitudes and local times. We model magnetization as
a linear combination of the Green’s functions relating
magnetization at any point in the magnetized crust to a
satellite measurement of the magnetic field. This avoids
subjective choices of the arrangement of equivalent dipoles,
and produces a spatially continuous magnetization model
preserving the resolution of the original data set. More
details are given in section 2. Our primary objective is to
produce a model suitable for tectonic and structural inter-
pretation, but it can also be used to predict the field at any
position above the Martian surface, thereby providing a
means of leveling (upward and downward continuing) data
measured at a number of different altitudes. Due to the
disparate data types, we must weight the data appropriately;
this is discussed in section 3.
[7] Runcorn [1975] demonstrated that the form of the
nonuniqueness for the magnetization inversion problem is
particularly severe. Here, we find the unique solution
minimizing root-mean-square (RMS) magnetization subject
to a given fit to the data. An infinity of other solutions exist
satisfying the data equally well, but must have higher
magnetizations. This is an example of minimum norm
modeling, a strategy commonly employed in geophysical
inversion [Parker, 1994]. The norm minimized is often a
measure of spatial smoothness, following the Occam’s razor
philosophy; here we minimize the quantity of interest itself
rather than its gradient. Damped least squares methods,
amongst the most widely employed inversion techniques,
for equivalent dipole sources also minimize RMS magneti-
zation amplitude [Whaler and Langel, 1996]. Backus-like
ambiguities [Maus and Haak, 2003] do not affect Mars
because it has no main field. By using satellite measure-
ments of the field at altitudes several times the thickness of
the magnetized crust, we have no resolution of the depth
variation of magnetization. However, vertically integrated
magnetization is well resolved.
2. Method
[8] We base our methodology for producing a continu-
ously spatially varying magnetization model on the integral
relation between the magnetization vector and an observa-
tion of a field component on or above the Martian surface
[Parker et al., 1987; Jackson, 1990; Whaler and Langel,
1996]. Let M(s) be magnetization at any point s within the
Martian magnetized crust, and let B(h)(rj) be a satellite
altitude measurement of the h component of the magnetic
field. Then
B hð Þ rj








G hð Þ rj; s
  M sð ÞdV ð2Þ
where the subscript on the r operator indicates whether
derivatives are with respect to satellite datum coordinates
or those denoting position within the magnetized crust, V
is the volume of the magnetized crust, and l^j
(h) is the unit
vector in the direction of the appropriate orthogonal field
component, i.e., r, q, or f, working in spherical polar





  is the Green’s function
relating magnetization to magnetostatic potential.
[9] Due to the inherent nonuniqueness, we seek the best-
fitting magnetization model minimizing the normZ
V
M2dV ð3Þ
i.e., we minimize the RMS magnetization within the
magnetized crust, for which the solution is [Shure et al.,
1982; Parker, 1994]
&þ lIð ÞA ¼ d ð4Þ
where d is the data vector, A the solution vector, and l a
damping parameter controlling the relative importance of fit
to the data and the RMS magnetization. The Gram matrix,
&, is [Parker et al., 1987; Jackson, 1990; Whaler and
Langel, 1996]
G hnð Þij ¼
Z
V
G hð Þ ri; sð Þ G nð Þ rj; s
 
dV ð5Þ
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Then [Parker et al., 1987]
M rð Þ ¼
XN
j¼1
a hð Þj G
hð Þ r; rj
  ð6Þ
where N is the number of data, and the superscript on
components of A indicates which component the jth datum
measured. The functional form of G means that the
magnetization solution calculated from (6) decreases with
depth in the magnetized layer.
[10] For a typical satellite data set of several hundred
thousand points, it is impractical to solve (4) directly.
Previously, Whaler and Langel [1996] used a so-called
depleted basis [Parker and Shure, 1982], expressing the
magnetization through (6) at only a subset of the data
points. The problem then reduces to solving a linear system
of dimension the number of depleted basis points. However,
the choice of depleted basis is subjective, and reduces the
resolution of the model to the spacing between the basis
points.
[11] To preserve the resolution of the data but create a
tractable computational problem, we take advantage of the
numerical sparseness of the Gram matrix (5). The functions
G(h) as a function of angular separation (subtended at the
centre of Mars) between the observation point rj and a point
s within the magnetized crust are strongly peaked around
zero, with a width of a few degrees (for observations at a
typical MGS altitude above the Martian surface). Thus their
product, the integrand of the expressions for the Gram
matrix elements in (5), is vanishingly small, and hence
so is the resulting integral, unless the observation points i
and j are within a few degrees of each other. We can
therefore use algorithms for solving sparse matrix systems;
following Purucker et al. [1996], we chose to apply the
iterative conjugate gradient (CG) method with compressed
row storage to solve (4). If the absolute value of a matrix
element was below a specified threshold, then it was treated
as if it was zero. The threshold value was determined by the
memory available on the computer system we used.
[12] Preconditioning can improve considerably the con-
vergence of iterative algorithms such as CG. We used Jacobi
scaling, whereby each matrix element Gij + ldij of (4) is
divided by
p
[(Gii + l)(Gjj + l)], such that the diagonal
elements are all unity. Each datum di is divided by
p
(Gii + l),
and consequently we solve for the vector {aj
p
(Gjj + l), j =
1, . . ., N}, and remove the preconditioning factor subse-
quently. Thus the rapidity with which the CG algorithm
converges is also governed by the size of the damping
parameter, l.
[13] The majority of the computational effort goes into
calculating the Gram matrix elements, even though they
have closed form expressions [Jackson, 1990; Whaler and
Langel, 1996] when the magnetized layer is assumed to be
of uniform thickness. Fortunately, FORTRAN90 code to
evaluate the matrix parallelizes efficiently using OpenMP;
we actually parallelized the whole program to solve for A
(and calculate numbers characterizing the solution, such as
the misfit and RMS magnetization) in OpenMP, including
the CG algorithm. Here, we specified a thickness of 40 km,
an average of the estimates north and south of the dichot-
omy of Zuber et al. [2000], Lemoine et al. [2001], Smith et
al. [2001], Nimmo and Gilmore [2001], and Neumann et al.
[2004]. Since this is much smaller than the radius of the
planet, we can use the approximate expressions given by
Whaler and Langel [1996, Appendix B]. Calculations from
terrestrial data have shown that the effect of varying the
thickness of the magnetized layer is to vary the RMS
magnetization such that the vertically integrated magnetiza-
tion is constant, without altering the magnetization pattern.
3. Data
[14] We used the 3-component data set Cain et al. [2003]
inverted for a spherical harmonic degree and order 90 model
of the Martian magnetic field. These data, covering the
years 1998–2000, are from the AB, SPO and MO phases of
the MGS mission. The data and their positions were given
in an areodetic coordinate system, which were transformed
to areocentric coordinates using equatorial and polar radii of
3396.9 km and 3374.9 km, respectively. Their (areodetic
coordinate) altitudes range from 102 to 426 km. The higher-
altitude data have almost uniform coverage, but the lower-
altitude data have significant gaps in coverage, due to the
positions of the orbits during the aerobraking phases. The
full data set consisted of 3-component measurements at
111,274 points, i.e., 333,822 data.
[15] Maps of the r, q and f magnetic field components are
shown in Figure 1. Data acquired above 160 km are shown
in colour, and the horizontal gradient of data at lower
altitudes is superimposed in shaded relief. These data
show the by now familiar high amplitudes of the Martian
magnetic field (exceeding 1200 nT in places), compared
to the crustal anomaly field deduced for Earth, mainly
confined to the area to the south of the dichotomy.
[16] Cain et al. [2003] allocated data to one of five
classes depending on the mission phase, local time, and
altitude range at which they were acquired. They deduced a
standard deviation for each component in each class from a
Gaussian fit to the residuals, which we used to define
weights for inversion. These are summarized in Table 1.
The extent of external field contamination is reflected by the
amount the mean (not shown in Table 1) differs from zero
and the size of the standard deviation. As expected, this is
more serious in the horizontal field components. Applying
the method described here to a preliminary MGS data set
(with about half the number of data points), we found little
difference between models calculated from only radial
component data and when using all three components.
However, the misfit to the data for the latter model was
significantly higher. This also suggests that the horizontal
components have larger uncertainties.
4. Results
[17] With such a large data set, we retained only the
largest 0.21%, or 239 
 106, of the Gram matrix elements,
and investigate a range of damping parameters; statistics of
some solutions are given in Table 2. The threshold
corresponding to this cut-off is 0.25, compared to a maxi-
mum element size of 129, i.e., elements were considered
numerically negligible if they were less than 0.2% of the
largest value. We have made extensive tests of the effect of
varying the number of elements retained by inverting
smaller data sets, including a terrestrial data set synthesized
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from Maus et al.’s [2002] spherical harmonic model of the
scalar anomaly field determined by CHAMP [Whaler,
2003], the vertically downward component of a preliminary
MGS data set [Whaler and Purucker, 2003], and the North
and vertically downward components of a data set synthe-
sized from the Cain et al. [2003] spherical harmonic model
to degree and order 90, each of which contained about
50,000 data. In those cases, we were able to retain a higher
percentage of the matrix elements, and found that changing
the threshold below which elements were deemed numeri-
cally insignificant had only a small effect on the solution.
We have also compared regional models produced using
depleted basis or equivalent dipole methods with the
appropriate areas of global terrestrial magnetization models
deduced with the method outlined here using CG and found
good agreement [Whaler et al., 1996; Whaler, 2003]. We
obtained a solution from the full Cain et al. [2003] data set
by retaining just 0.07% (82 
 106) elements of the Gram
matrix. The statistics of this model (see Table 2) are very
similar to its counterpart with the same damping parameter
when almost three times as many elements are retained, and
plots of the magnetization components in the two cases are
virtually indistinguishable. We conclude that the solution
appears to be robust to a change in Gram matrix assumed
sparseness, even when it is calculated from such a small
fraction of matrix elements.
[18] For all but the smallest values of the damping
parameter, and with preconditioning, the CG algorithm
converged quickly, the number of iterations decreasing with
increasing damping parameter. We defined convergence
through a tolerance parameter measuring failure to satisfy
equation (4) exactly, and required
k d &þ lIð ÞA k< 1010 ð7Þ
where k.k denotes the two-norm length (recall that the
diagonal elements of & + lI are unity after precondition-
ing). In one instance, we continued to run the CG algorithm
once a tolerance of 1010 was reached, since some studies
have reported a gradual change to the solution (and
associated misfit) as iteration continues. However, our
solutions are stable if they achieve the specified tolerance;
with further iterations, the tolerance quickly reached zero to
machine precision without changing the solution. For very
lightly damped solutions, convergence was not achieved by
the maximum number of iterations specified (10,000). In
these cases, although the tolerance parameter changed from
iteration to iteration, there was no downward trend. We
compared the sum of squares of residuals calculated from
predictions of the data by the model against the algebraic
Table 1. Summary of the Weights in nT Applied to the Different
Data Typesa
Class sr sq sf
AB1 6.5 9.5 9.9
AB2 (night) 6.7 7.1 6.2
AB2 (day) 10.3 13.5 13.0
SPO 6.4 10.5 11.4
MPO 5.9 5.3 6.8
aAfter Cain et al. [2003].
Figure 1. Observations which serve as input to the model.
From top to bottom are shown Br , Bq , and Bf. If the
observations were acquired above 160 km altitude, they are
shown in color; if below, they are shown as the horizontal
gradient in shaded relief, illuminated from the north and
west. The high-altitude data are binned into two degree bins,
the low-altitude data are binned into one degree bins, and
the median is plotted. Global Hammer projections are
centered on the 180 meridian.
Table 2. Statistics Summarizing Some Inversionsa
Threshold Retained l Iterations Misfit M
0.25 0.21 50 550 2.4 0.77
0.25 0.21 100 75 2.3 0.93
0.25 0.21 103 15 4.3 0.31
0.25 0.21 104 7 5.5 0.05
0.6 0.07 104 7 5.5 0.04
aThreshold is the value below which Gram matrix elements are
considered negligibly small, Retained indicates the percentage of Gram
matrix elements retained with this threshold, l is the damping parameter,
Iterations indicates the number of CG iterations to achieve convergence,
Misfit is the (weighted) misfit, and M is the mean crustal magnetization in
A/m. Our preferred solution is the second one, with a mean crustal
magnetization of 0.93 A/m.
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expression for the sum of squares of residuals l2ATA
[Shure et al., 1982] obtained directly from the solution.
The two values started to diverge for very light damping,
which we took as further indication of lack of convergence.
All models for which statistics are given in Table 2 are
convergent.
[19] Figures 2 and 3 present M (calculated from (6)) at
the Martian surface for our preferred solution (l = 100 in
Table 2); the extremal values (±20 A/m) are considerably
higher than the crustal average (0.9 A/m), or even the
average over the Martian surface (1.3 A/m). This reflects
both the nonuniform distribution of magnetization, with
much smaller values over most of the northern hemisphere,
and the decrease in magnetization with depth through the
magnetized layer. Large portions of the crust have magnet-
izations higher than values considered typical of the terres-
trial crust, and exceeding Parker’s [2003] minimum value of
about 7 A/m (interpolating his Figure 4 to a 40 km thick
layer). A more heavily damped solution (l = 103 in Table 2)
shows a very similar pattern of magnetizations but a much
lower amplitude (crustal average 0.3 A/m; maximum at the
surface 5 A/m) which does not satisfy the Parker bound.
Comparing Figures 2 and 1, we see that magnetization
amplitudes are large where the magnetic field amplitude
measured at satellite altitude is high, and vice versa; mini-
mum norm solutions do not put structure where the data do
not require it.
[20] The distribution of residuals for the model with
l = 100 is shown in Figure 4, in the same form as the
original data in Figure 1. The significant variance reduction
is immediately obvious (note the change in scale), with the
largest residuals where the original data amplitudes were
highest. The misfit for the three components is almost
identical (25, 26 and 24 nT for the r, q and f components,
respectively). Much of the short wavelength structure in the
low-altitude data has been modeled.
[21] The weighted misfits given in Table 2 are all greater
than unity, almost certainly indicating external field con-
Figure 2. Magnetization model showing the three ortho-
gonal components, Mr , Mq , and Mf. Each map is shown
centered on the 180 meridian as a global Hammer
projection.
Figure 3. Magnetization model showing the magnitude of
the magnetization, and the declination and inclination where
the magnetization strength is sufficient for their definition.
Each map is shown centered on the 180 meridian as a
global Hammer projection. Labels are keyed to Table 4.
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tamination of the data. We were unable to produce conver-
gent solutions with smaller misfits. The weighted misfit to
each component in each data class for the solution obtained
with l = 100 is given in Table 3. This shows that, despite
using the standard deviations determined by Cain et al.
[2003] from their spherical harmonic model fit, we are not
fitting each weighted data type equally. The radial compo-
nent data have the largest overall misfits, suggesting that
external field contamination has been better compensated
for in the horizontal components than in the radial compo-
nent. The fit to the AB2 data is worse than average, and to
the MPO data better than average, indicating that the
standard deviations of the former are underestimated. The
relative goodness-of-fit between the different data types also
depends on the damping parameter. For instance, the
average weighted misfit to the AB2 dayside data jumps
Figure 4. (left) Residuals and (right) weighted misfit. From top to bottom are shown Br, Bq, and Bf. If
the observations were acquired above 160 km altitude, their residuals are shown in color; if below, they
are shown as the horizontal gradient in shaded relief, illuminated from the north and west. The high-
altitude data are binned into two degree bins, the low-altitude data are binned into one degree bins, and
the median is plotted. The contour levels at which the colors change is symmetric about 0 nT. Global
Hammer projections are centered on the 180 meridian. The tails of the weighted misfits for Br extend to
±65 nT; those for the other two components are smaller.
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from 2.6 to 8.0, but that to the MPO data changes from 1.1
to only 1.2, when the damping parameter is increased from
100 to 103. Also, for our preferred model, the weighted
misfit to the AB2 dayside data is larger than that to the AB2
nightside data, but the weighted nightside data are fit worse
than the dayside data for larger damping parameters. A
histogram of the weighted residuals to each component for
the model with l = 100 is also shown in Figure 4. They are
more strongly peaked and have longer tails than a Gaussian
distribution, probably reflecting the differences between the
fits to the various data types. As they follow a Laplacian
more closely than a Gaussian distribution, one-norm min-
imization would be a more appropriate inversion method
[Walker and Jackson, 2000].
[22] The RMS magnetization and, even more spectacu-
larly, the maximum and minimum magnetizations at the
Martian surface, decrease rapidly as damping increases. We
do not know how well we should expect to fit the data, since
the level of external field contamination (probably the main
source of error) is unknown, and this is not a zero mean,
Gaussian noise source. A variation in the misfit of just over
2 (from 2.3 to 5.5) alters the RMS magnetization by a factor
of about 20. This, combined with the inherent nonunique-
ness of magnetization modeling, means our models do not
constrain magnetization amplitudes in the Martian crust, nor
therefore the likely magnetic carriers. However, the pattern
of magnetizations is robust to changes in the damping
parameter over a large range of values (at the very smallest
values, the solution is dominated by more variable small-
scale structure, presumably as the model tries to fit noise in
the data). Thus angles defined from the magnetization
models are robust. Figure 3 plots the inclination and
declination of magnetization for our preferred model in
areas where its strength is sufficiently large for these angles
to be well defined. The pattern is broadly similar to that
deduced from a preliminary data set [Whaler and Purucker,
2003], but with more structure reflecting the larger data set
from which it was derived.
[23] Our magnetization solutions are available at http://
planetary-mag.net/jgr_mars_whaler.
5. Discussion
[24] Our preferred model (Figure 2) is broadly similar to
the preliminary model presented by Whaler and Purucker
[2003]. However, the latter showed patches of high
magnetization strength near the North Pole which were
not reflected in plots of the input data. Since we were
suspicious that they were caused by algebraic expressions
blowing up near the poles, we rotated the data through 90
prior to inversion, such that points originally at the North
Pole were treated as though they were on the equator. The
resulting magnetization maps were identical to the originals
rotated through the same angle. We now suspect instead that
the high magnetizations were caused by a few relatively
high amplitude data in high northern latitudes, possibly
affected by external field contamination, that do not show
up in maps of regularly gridded data.
[25] In Table 4 we propose a summary magnetic
chronology for Mars, based partly on the magnetization
models presented here. After the Martian dynamo began
operation, a number of events were responsible for magnetic
signatures seen in the MGS data. Within 0.5 billion years,
the dynamo had ceased operation [Acun˜a et al., 2001].
Table 3. Normalized RMS Misfits by Component and Data Type
for the Model With l = 100
Class rmsr rmsq rmsf rms
AB1 1.7 1.7 1.9 1.8
AB2 (night) 2.8 2.7 2.4 2.6
AB2 (day) 3.4 2.7 2.5 2.9
SPO 1.6 1.9 1.6 1.7
MPO 1.0 1.1 1.1 1.1
Overall 2.6 2.3 2.1 2.3
Table 4. A Chronology of Events With a Magnetic Signature
Code Event Location Reference
Initiation of Martian Dynamo
Overturn of primordial magma
ocean(s), enhanced core heat flux
and magnetic field generation,
cooling of hot near-surface cumulates to
produce an early magnetic crust
planetwide Elkins-Tanton et al. [2003]
Magnetic Field Creation Events
1a Development of lineated magnetic
features associated with crustal recycling
Terra Sirenum and Cimmeria Connerney et al. [1999]
1b Development of magnetic features
associated with volcanism and plutonism
proto-Apollinarsis Patera Langlais and Purucker [2003]
1c Development of magnetic features
associated with volcanism and tectonism
proto-Tyrrhena Patera Whaler and Purucker [2003]
Martian Dynamo Disappears
Magnetic Field Destruction Events
2a Impact Isidis Acun˜a et al. [1999]
2b Impact Hellas Acun˜a et al. [1999]
2c Impact Argyre Acun˜a et al. [1999]
Later Tectonic Events
3a Extensional tectonics Valles Marineris Purucker et al. [2000], this study
3b Extensional tectonics? Ganges Chasma Purucker et al. [2000], this study
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Subsequently, heating and impacts have demagnetized
patches of the crust, and tectonic activity has stretched
and offset magnetization structures; these magnetic destruc-
tive and tectonic events may have been contemporaneous.
[26] The new magnetization model clearly shows that
tectonism in the Valles Marineris region has a magnetic
signature, first recognized by Purucker et al. [2000]. The
signature is most pronounced in the inclination of the
magnetization vector (inset in Figure 3), where a through-
going, N-S trending, positive magnetization feature is
disrupted at Valles Marineris (3a). Although the feature is
disrupted, there is no evidence for offset, and hence an
extensional origin is preferred, consistent with other tectonic
indicators [Schultz and Lin, 2001]. The situation is less clear
to the north at Ganges Chasma (3b), where Purucker et al.
[2000] commented on the apparent offset or truncation of a
positive Br feature. While there is a bend in this feature, there
is no convincing evidence that it is either truncated or offset.
[27] Large volcanoes of the Tharsis region show an
almost complete absence of magnetization, ascribed to
thermal demagnetization [Johnson and Phillips, 2005]. In
contrast, volcanism south of the dichotomy boundary is
associated with magnetized terranes in at least two instan-
ces, Apollinaris Patera [Langlais and Purucker, 2003] and
Tyrrhena Patera [Whaler and Purucker, 2003]. In both cases
the volcanic centers also have associated gravity anomalies.
Apollinaris Patera, located at the boundary between the
northern plains and the southern highlands, has a 5 km high
volcanic edifice centered on a 200 km wide dome, and the
caldera is some 75 km wide. Located at (9S, 174E) the
exposed volcano is of Lower Hesperian to Lower Amazo-
nian age [Robinson et al., 1993]. A 215 mGal gravity
anomaly is coincident with the volcanic edifice [Lemoine
et al., 2001], and the associated magnetic feature is some
300 km in diameter and indicative of a high inclination
magnetization [Langlais and Purucker, 2003]. Tyrrhena
Patera, in contrast, is an areally extensive, degraded volca-
nic center [Greeley and Crown, 1990] northeast of Hellas
that is largely Hesperian in age. There is a 145 mGal gravity
anomaly associated with it, recently interpreted [Kiefer,
2003] as a high density magma chamber 275–300 km wide
and at least 2.9 km thick. The associated magnetic feature is
highly unusual, and consists of three ‘‘arms’’ of steep
inclination originating from the caldera region at (21S,
106E), but extending significantly beyond the volcanic
edifice. This feature was interpreted as a triple junction
formed in a reversing magnetic field [Whaler and Purucker,
2003]. Marked as feature 1c in Figure 3, it can be seen in
more detail in Figure 3 of Whaler and Purucker [2003]. It
might alternatively be associated with fracturing, and sub-
sequent intrusions, occurring during the development of a
proto-Tyrrhena Patera volcanic system in a reversing mag-
netic field.
[28] Another interesting feature (1a in Figure 3) is the
linear (in the equal azimuth map projection used) ‘‘channel’’
of approximately constant 0 declination and 90 inclina-
tion magnetization running between 145 and 214W in the
Cimmeria region, surrounded by regions of normal (i.e.,
similar to that seen elsewhere in the southern hemisphere)
variability. The sharp southern edge is the boundary
between positive (to the north) and negative (to the south)
radial magnetic field, modeled here as a switch from 90
to +90 magnetization inclination. Thus it is consistent with
generation by a process analogous to the formation of
terrestrial seafloor magnetic stripes [Connerney et al.,
1999], or dike intrusion [Nimmo, 2000] over a period during
which the magnetic field was steady, and different from that
when the surrounding crust was magnetized. Alternatively,
as the locus of the boundary is a great circle arc, the
inclination reversal across it is reminiscent of the pattern
associated with a terrestrial transform fault.
[29] Forward models of 10 ‘‘isolated’’ magnetic features,
primarily north of the dichotomy, have been developed by
Arkani-Hamed [2001b]. He assumed they were caused by
elliptical prisms 10 km thick, and determined the prisms’
magnetization strengths and directions, and hence paleopole
positions. Since the two modeling methods are markedly
different in approach, it is perhaps not surprising that our
(preferred solution) paleopoles for these same features are
close (separated by less than 30) to his for only half of
them, although their average separation is only 35. The
result does not depend on the depth at which our magnet-
izations are calculated, and is only mildly sensitive to
damping parameter. The forward models of Arkani-Hamed
[2001b] and our inverse models provide evidence for
reversals. Many paleopoles are displaced from the current
rotation pole, which may suggest plate tectonic movement
(such that the site was originally at a rotation pole), or a
dynamo field that was either predominantly nondipolar or
dipolar but not aligned along the rotation axis. Martian polar
wander has previously been identified by Arkani-Hamed
and Boutin [2004] and Hood and Zakharian [2001].
[30] Langlais et al. [2004] have inverted Martian mag-
netic data for equivalent dipole models of magnetization
based on the CG method of Purucker et al. [1996]. Unlike
the terrestrial case, when it is reasonable to assume the
dipoles are aligned with the current (inducing) main mag-
netic field, they solved for both magnitudes and directions.
Despite the differences in both the data sets and modeling
algorithms, and the ways in which a preferred model is
chosen from the infinity of possible solutions, there is close
similarity between ours and their preferred model, in which
the dipoles were embedded in a 40 km thick layer. This can
be quantified by cross-correlating the two models (evaluat-
ing ours at 20 km depth, though again the result is
insensitive to the depth specified), giving correlation coef-
ficients of 0.92, 0.94 and 0.88 for the r, q and f magneti-
zation components, respectively. All three coefficients are
highly significant, i.e., the probability of obtaining these
values from uncorrelated models is negligibly small. Further
statistical tests depend on the models having Gaussian
distributed magnetizations [Press et al., 1992], which is
clearly not the case. The correlation coefficients are mildly
sensitive to the damping parameter chosen, dropping a little
as the damping parameter increases. This presumably
reflects correlation between small-scale structure in our less
damped solutions, controlled largely by the lower altitude
AB phase data that are preferentially better fit, that is
also present in Langlais et al.’s [2004] preferred model.
However, the conclusion of a statistically significant corre-
lation between the models of the two methods is robust,
regardless of damping parameter. We also undertook a
linear regression of one model onto the other; whereas a
correlation analysis quantifies the degree to which the
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patterns are similar, regression additionally identifies any
differences between mean value (indicated by the intercept)
and amplitude (indicated by the slope). All three intercepts
were negligibly small, but the slopes were 0.77, 0.72 and
0.62 for the r, q and f components, respectively. Thus,
besides having an overall slightly lower amplitude, our
preferred model puts proportionally more power in the
r component (and less in the f component) than Langlais
et al.’s [2004].
[31] Arkani-Hamed [2002a] takes a different approach to
constructing a magnetization map, and assumes that the
Martian magnetic field over its entire history can be
described by a dipole field with a pole NE of Olympus
Mons, and that this pattern was not subsequently disrupted
by tectonic activity. Although a dipolar magnetic field
would be a reasonable assumption on earth, the application
of this technique to terrestrial magnetic field observations
would yield spurious results because of both plate tectonics
and polar wander. Similar considerations [Connerney et al.,
1999] may limit the applicability of this technique at Mars.
The pole was determined as a mean of several paleomag-
netic poles calculated from ‘‘isolated’’ features. A transfor-
mation [Arkani-Hamed and Dyment, 1996] is then applied
to convert the degree 50 spherical harmonic model of
Arkani-Hamed [2001a] into a map of magnetization.
Magnetization contrasts as high as 35 A/m are a conse-
quence of the selection of the particular paleopole, which
results in the highly magnetic Cimmeria region being
located on the paleoequator. The magnetization solution
in this region is thus dominated by large horizontal magnet-
izations. Recognizable radial magnetizations of alternating
polarity corresponding to spherical harmonic degree 50 can
be seen north of Cimmeria, and north of the present Martian
equator, where measured magnetic fields are weak. These are
interpreted here as truncation features.
6. Conclusions
[32] The methodology presented here, based on previous
work by Parker et al. [1987], Jackson [1990], and Whaler
and Langel [1996], has been used to produce magnetization
models for the Martian crust from the MGS data set
compiled by Cain et al. [2003]. Magnetization was
expressed as a continuous function of position within the
magnetized crust, assumed 40 km thick, and no assumptions
were made about its direction. We obtained a linear system
of equations of dimension the number of data, which is
impractical to solve by direct means. By taking advantage
of the numerical sparseness of the linear system, we were
able to use the iterative CG algorithm on a multiple
processor system to invert the data. The majority of the
computational effort went into calculating the sparse matrix,
and this parallelizes efficiently. The resulting magnetiza-
tions are similar to those obtained from previous modeling
strategies, both forward and inverse, despite their inherent
nonuniqueness. In our case, the unique model minimizing
the RMS magnetization amplitude for a given fit to the
data was chosen. The pattern of magnetizations remains
remarkably similar over a wide range of fits, although the
magnetization strength varies considerably.
[33] Our magnetization models can be used to predict the
magnetic field at any point outside the planet; e.g., they can
be used to reduce satellite data to a common altitude. The
results of this agree favorably with other leveling methods,
such as equivalent dipole magnetization and spherical
harmonic modeling. However, different types of model with
the same RMS misfit fit individual data points differently,
and this difference is also reflected in field predictions.
Figure 5 compares the magnetic field power spectra from
spherical harmonic analysis (SHA) by Cain et al. [2003],
Connerney et al. [2001], and Arkani-Hamed [2004], and
of the predictions of the magnetization models of Langlais
et al. [2004] and our preferred model, all evaluated at
Mars’ surface. SHA power spectra continue to rise when
plotted at the surface, whereas those derived from magne-
tization models reach a maximum at about harmonic
degree 50, with only a little less power at wavelengths well
resolved by the data. Divergent power spectra imply non-
physical models (e.g., negative depths to sources) and we
thus recommend the use of magnetization models over
SHA for downward continuation. Conversely, we recom-
mend Cain et al. [2003] over our magnetization model
for upward continuation. The lower magnetization ampli-
tude of our preferred model compared to Langlais et al.’s
[2004] is reflected in its predicted magnetic field power
spectrum. Figure 5 also shows the degree correlation of the
predictions of our magnetization model with other models,
demonstrating the excellent agreement to approximately
degree 50.
[34] From our models, we identify features similar to
magnetization patterns associated with the results of tectonic
activity and magnetic reversals on Earth. These include
magnetic stripes of alternating polarity, the coincidence of
magnetic and gravity anomalies over volcanic centers,
truncations in otherwise linear magnetization features,
and polar wander. Large sections of the surface, particularly
north of the dichotomy, are essentially unmagnetized, reflect-
ing activity after the Martian dynamo had switched off. We
have developed a chronology of events corresponding to the
magnetization features of our model, aiding structural and
tectonic interpretation.
[35] In future work, we intend to investigate further the
predictions and interpretation of our model, including the
magnetization correlation length, and whether it varies
across the dichotomy. Continuing MGS operation may
improve the data set to the extent that further models are
justified, in which case we would hope to strengthen the
conclusions developed here. Although we are unable to
produce robust estimates of Martian magnetization strength,
three factors point to it being significantly higher than on
Earth. Firstly, a comparison between the size of terrestrial
and Martian magnetic anomalies at satellite altitude.
Secondly, the original magnetizations will have been decay-
ing viscously and by chemical alteration over the 4 billion
years since acquisition. As they are based purely on satellite
data, our models do not contain wavelengths shorter than
around 200 km. On Earth, aeromagnetic, marine and
ground-based measurements indicate that short wavelength
features typically have much higher amplitudes than those
of intermediate wavelength features inferred from satellite
data when compared at the same altitude. If the same is true
for Mars, again higher magnetizations are suggested.
[36] We conclude that the magnetic mineralogy and/or
strength of the Martian dynamo field must have been very
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different from that on Earth when magnetization was
acquired, providing significant challenges to the mineral
magnetic and planetary dynamo communities. Candidate
magnetic carriers (requiring high magnetization and coer-
civity), either responsible for primary magnetization or that
resulting from impacts, include haematite [e.g., Christensen
et al., 2001; Dunlop and Kletetschka, 2001; Hynek et al.,
2002], pyrrhotite [e.g., Rochette et al., 2001, 2003] and
lamellae of hemo-ilmenite [McEnroe et al., 2004a, 2004b].
Haematite has recently been identified in Martian rocks by
surface rovers [Christensen et al., 2004; Klingelho¨fer et al.,
2004; Rieder et al., 2004]. More energetic core convection
early in Mars’ history may have resulted in a higher field
strength dynamo and consequent faster cooling, causing
dynamo activity to cease at a relatively early stage. Deter-
mination of Mars’ moment of inertia [Yoder et al., 2003]
indicates that it still has a partially fluid core, and hence that
the areotherm became subadiabatic, rather than the core
froze completely. Scenarios for core evolution are discussed
by Stevenson [2001].
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